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Dear Mr. Rothermel: 

I've just now had time to reply to your letter of June 4. 
I too saw Mr. Weisberg on the Joe Pyne show two weeks ago 
and am as impressed with him in person as I was in his four 
books and my correspondence with him. Far from being the 
"scavenger" pictured by the liberal press, I think Mr. Weisberg 
and a handful of others are the "Paul. Reveres" of today, 
patribts who are riding through masses of apathetic citizens 
shouting, "Big brother is coming:" 

The JFK tragedy in Dallas, the M. L. King affair, and now 
the RFK horror in Los Angeles lead me to believe there is a 
massive conspiracy of assassination aimed at causing revolution 
in the United States. I did not like Bobby Kennedy because 
I considered him a blunderer, an opportunist, and a divisive 
force who would have alienated a large portion of our citizens 
had he ever become president. But I utterly deplore his cruel 
murder. Let us hope that this and the King conspiracy are not 
swept under the rug like the Oswald affair. 

I would like to suggest that you read Weisberg's four books, 
as well as Mark Lanets two books and also books by Josiah 
Thompson and Sylvia Meagher. These books definitely prove 
that a conspiracy took the life of JFK, and that the government 
has for some reason lied to us about it. Why do they want us 
to believe Oswald was a lone nut, when in fact he probably 
did not even fire a gun on 11-22-63? 

As for the museum 1 suggested previoully, here are my ideas. 

Ideally, the museum building should be the Texas School Book 
Depository 3uilding. Obviously this would be impractical 
except to someone with tremendous resources. Since virtually 
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all actual artifacts of the assassination are in the National Archives or the Kennedy Library, the Dallas museum would have to be content with large photo enlargements, scale models, dioramas artfully telling the full story in as good taste as possible. Also included should be a complete library on the subject so that scholars and citizens may study every possible book, magazine, newspaper, film, recording, etc. on the subject. Hopefully, Life Magazine could be persuaded to present in a special display in a separate room a complete display of enlarged color transparencies from the Zapruder film. 

If the 3ook Depository could be obtained, I'd make the first, second, and sixth floors pertain to the assassination. The remaining floors would be a "Hall of Presidents". Walt Disney Productions would be assigned to produce an Audioanirnatronic figure of each president making a famous patriotic speech. I'm sure you are familiar with the Disney Lincoln at Disneyland (previously at the New York World's Fair). An attraction such as this, c -mpled with a Kennedy Assassination Museum on the actual site, would become one of the world's top tourist attractions. Its fame would be world wide. 

Its scope, however, would be so great, as I envision it, that only someone of Mr. Hunt's resources could attempt to undertake it. Of course, something adequate could be done on a much lesser scale, but if it is done at all, I'd hope it could be done right. 

I will inform Mr. Weisberg of your wish to meet him next time he is in Dallas. And perhaps I can have lunch with you some day when I'm over there and have time. 

Sincerely yours, 

AC2r— W44-rr"  

Jack White 


